
Core and Complete  

The SentinelOne Endpoint Protection 
Platform (EPP) unifies prevention, 
detection, and response in a single 
purpose-built agent powered by 
machine learning and automation
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BASIC

100% Remediation 

100% Endpoint Protection Capabilities

Detection/Threat Hunting ADVANCED

ADVANCED

100% Remediation 

Suite Features Suite Features 

100% Endpoint Protection Capabilities

Detection/Threat Hunting BASIC



Endpoint Protection
Multi-layered AI-powered protection to replace Anti-Virus products

Static AI
Pre-execution protection for known and unknown 
file based malware

Behavioral AI
Agent side behavioral monitoring covering any 
attack vector, including unknown exploits and 
bypass attempts of traditional AV

Documents, Scripts
Behavioral AI engine built to detect and mitigate 
malicious code and scripts in documents

Fileless, Exploits
Behavioural AI engine capable of detecting fileless 
attacks and exploits

Lateral Movement
Behavioral AI engine focused on discovering 
attempts coming from another device over the 
network

PUP
macOS engine to protect from potentially 
unwanted programs

Endpoint Protection
The ability to automatically respond to malicious activity 

Remediation
Clean all artifacts of a malicious attempt, including 
registry, scheduled tasks and more

Rollback
Revert an endpoint to its pre-infected state

Network Quarantine
Upon detection, SentinelOne can immediately 
stop lateral threat spread cold by disconnecting 
the infected endpoint from the network while still 
maintaining the agent’s connection to the 
management console
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Suite Features

Device Control
Apply policy and control USB and peripheral 
devices connected to your assets

Firewall Control
Manage the personal firewall on your endpoints

Disk Encryption Manageability 
Manage your disk encryption status and keys 
using the SentinelOne console

Attack Storyline
Visual diagram representing an execution flow, 
helping IR teams to quickly evaluate the impact of 
any threat

Deep Visibility
Deep Visibility into every event on the agent, 
including the ability to search for historic data

Encrypted Traffic Visibility 
Visibility into the encrypted network traffic 
without pushing certificates or the need for 
expensive SSL appliances/blades

EDR/Threat Hunting
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AUTONOMOUS ENDPOINT PROTECTION THAT SAVES YOU 

TIME

The ability to search for attack indicators, investigate existing incidents, perform 
file integrity monitoring and root out hidden threats


